
How The Toptracer Virtual Golf Works
At each bay underneath the heated section, there is a monitor that players interact with.
This monitor shows the course and is where golfers will aim their target line. The system
itself uses flags out on the range to represent the target lines. For example, there is a
white flag on the range at around 100 yards. Let’s say you have a shot that’s 110 yards
away from the flag on the virtual golf course and you use the white flag as the target
line. You would want to hit your shot exactly 10 yards over the white flag.

Description of Gameplay
The gameplay for the league itself is best ball match play. This means that each golfer
will play out the hole and the score used will be the lowest between the two. This is then
compared to the lowest score on the other team. Whoever has the lower score on that
hole wins the hole. The team with the most holes won during the round wins the match.
Teams are awarded 1 point for winning a hole, ½ point for tying a hole, 10 points for
winning the match, and 5 points for tying the match.

Tee Times
To play faster, we’ve broken up league play into two different flights. For
Monday-Wednesday evening, half of the teams tee off at 6pm and the other half plays
at 7:30pm. For Thursday morning, half of the teams start at 10am, and the other half
plays at 11:30am. Feel free to show up 15 minutes early to warm up as golf balls are
included in the price.

Pricing Breakdown
The total price for the regular season is $160 a golfer. $50 goes towards a cash pool
that is used for regular season prizes as well as the cash payout at the end. $10 is used
to pay for the software that is used to manage the league. Lastly, it’s $100 for regular
season golf play (10 weeks total). For the playoffs, since not everyone will make it, you’ll
have to pay $10 per week as it goes on. The top four teams receive a cash payout at
the end of the season.

Weather Cancellation
Last fall, we upgraded all our heaters along the teeline and that has made all the
difference in keeping golfers comfortable during league play in the winter. With that
being said, sometimes it’s just too cold to play. As that is largely based on wind and
actual temperature, league play will be cancelled at the owner/GM’s discretion.
Toptracer also can’t work in the snow, so any snowfall will result in a cancellation as
well. If an event is cancelled, everyone will get emailed beforehand.


